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Introducing the Thrive Portfolio 

A NEW PARADIGM  
IN OFFICE SPACE
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“The Green Building Council of South Africa (GBCSA), is proud to be a part of this 
pioneering and innovative new offering. This exclusive new portfolio of Platinum and 
Gold graded Thrive buildings includes many of our certifi ed buildings and we believe 
that this venture will bring a wealth of benefi ts to the industry.”
  
GBCSA CEO, Dorah Modise

“The South African Property Owners Association (SAPOA), is excited to be a part of 
this groundbreaking new partnership and we believe that by consolidating all of our 
unique skills, we will be bringing something completely unique and exclusive to the 
property industry.”
 
SAPOA CEO, Neil Gopal
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Thrive offi ce spaces are designed with the future in mind, and give our clients the 
opportunity to do just that: thrive.

These are spaces created by the powerful learning of hindsight; harnessing this 
as insight, and creating sustainable, supportive environmental solutions 
through foresight.

An offi ce space within the Thrive Portfolio promises to:

 - Increase staff productivity

 - Foster innovation

 - Retain and attract the talent that will drive your business forward

 - Reduce energy costs (and transparently share the numbers to prove it)

What is a 
THRIVE BUILDING?

A business is as strong as the people who power it. But if the space in which people 
are expected to perform, does not support the growth of their performance, no-one 
wins. At Growthpoint, property is our passion and spaces our speciality, and we work 
tirelessly to help our clients thrive in what they do.

To move business forward, we believe in changing the way things have always been 
done — that is why we have created the Thrive Portfolio of buildings, the fi rst and 
only property portfolio in South Africa to be both SAPOA- and GBCSA-rated.

YOUR BUSINESS 
deserves to thrive

International design and architecture have, in recent times, evolved into a phase where 
sustainability is paramount, and where offi ce spaces are being recognised as the ideal 
locations for implementing sustainable solutions — largely due to the amount of time 
spent in these buildings. Many clients who occupy our buildings are environmentally 
conscious, and constantly looking for the next innovation to help lessen their carbon 
footprints, while prioritising the health and well-being of the people in the building.

Central locations, and maximised productivity through the quality and effi ciency 
of our award-winning design have made our property solutions, spaces where 
clients can thrive. Our pursuit of sustainability across our diverse portfolio of 533 
owned and managed properties can be seen by the innovations in our buildings, 
in South Africa and internationally.

GROWTHPOINT 
PROPERTIES: 
Pioneering a green 
revolution 

We are the largest South African primary listed REIT and are well on the way to 
becoming a leading international property company. We are known for our innovative 
and sustainable property solutions in a diversifi ed portfolio of 533 properties that we 
own and manage, including 473 properties in South Africa, 59 properties in Australia 
through our investment in the Australian Stock Exchange listed as Growthpoint 
Properties Australia and have a 50% interest in the properties of the V&A Waterfront, 
Cape Town. We also own a 26.9% stake in the €1bn property portfolio of London 
Stock Exchange Alternative Investment Market listed Globalworth Real Estate 
Investment, the largest owner of offi ce space in Romania.

 - Largest South African primary JSE listed property company (REIT) 

 - Listed on the JSE since 1987 

 - FTSE/JSE Responsible Index constituent  since 2009 

 - Dow Jones Sustainability Index constituent since 2013 

 - Moody’s rating of Baa3/ Aaa.za

 - Quality portfolio across retail, offi ce and industrial sectors with high client 
retention and low vacancies

 - Included in the FTSE4 Good Emerging Index 

INTRODUCING: 
Growthpoint Properties
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The experts that collaborate on our buildings pursue the well-being of the people that 
will ultimately use and inhabit the spaces we create. Thorough and ongoing analyses 
of the factors that contribute to wellness in employees safeguards the investment you 
make in your human capital.

Thrive Portfolio buildings are strategically positioned, taking into account the 
relative locations of main access routes, with an eye on what future town planning 
might bring. Our clients are an integral part of our multi-disciplinary team. Together 
we ensure a thriving workspace in a cutting-edge offi ce environment.

The multifaceted interaction of art and science ensures that every 
Thrive Portfolio building delivers on the promise we make to 
our clients:

Thrive Portfolio buildings ultimately maximise productivity, promote and celebrate 
innovation, and make the buildings a place where people want to spend time. We let 
the technology do the talking on behalf of our clients, by attracting and retaining the 
talent they need to drive their businesses forward. This is achieved within a green and 
sustainable infrastructure, with transparent access to the numbers to prove it.

Each Thrive Portfolio building is a unique entity, designed and built around evolving 
data sets about its surrounds, environmental factors, end-use goals and ultimately, 
the people who are set to spend their days in this environment. Each facet of the 
process is backed by a multi-disciplinary team of experts from hundreds of different 
disciplines, focusing on collaboration and innovation in every step of the inception of 
the building at hand.

The team behind each Thrive Portfolio building is fl uid, and constantly adapting to 
the variables that will affect the fi nal outcome of how the building is experienced 
by the people who will spend their working days in it. Regardless of the location, 
size or purpose of the individual building, the teams who bring them into being 
have one goal in mind: steering each business housed within its walls towards their 
maximum potential.

Because BUILDINGS SERVE 
THE PEOPLE and not the 
other way around

Where ART AND 
SCIENCE MEET

Your workforce is your currency. This is where the Thrive Portfolio speaks for itself.

A study conducted by Harvard in 2015 investigated the impact of Green 
buildings on cognitive function. 24 participants took 148 tests over 
six working days and the results revealed that the goal we have committed 
to working towards, is real:

 - CO² levels are directly linked to occupant cognitive performance

 - Cognitive scores are 61% higher in Green buildings (below 1000ppm CO2) 
and 101% higher in green + buildings (below 800ppm CO2)

Additional benefi ts include:

 - Reduction in electricity costs — Green buildings pay R2/m²- R10/m² less per month

 - Reduction in water costs

 - Improvement in Indoor Air Quality

 - Increased productivity

THE NEW PROPERTY 
REVOLUTION is green

Space to Thrive incorporates Workspace Design, Green Building Development and 
the Well-Building Standard. The Growthpoint app offers specifi c tools to help create 
this, and measure the results. This puts up-to-date, real-time Thrive Portfolio infor-
mation within your reach, at the touch of a button.

This user-friendly, multi-functional app brings you even more value, 
by enabling you to:

 - Search our entire property offering by sector and/or name 
(including the Thrive Platinum and Gold Portfolios)

 - View available vacancy pocket square meterage and gross rent

 - Browse our Development portfolio

 - Explore and discover our Green Star-rated buildings

 - Assess our property water and electricity savings, based on our 
sustainability efforts

 - Browse for and locate, properties via a convenient map of South Africa

 - Easily access each property’s contact information

 - Add properties to an individual portfolio for quick and convenient access later

Putting space to thrive 
IN YOUR HANDS
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Many of our innovative and sustainable designs have been recognised with awards 
from industry peers;

 - SAPOA Overall Green Award 2017 for No 5 Silo (50% ownership)
 - SAPOA Commercial Offi ce Development Award 2017 for No 5 Silo 
(50% ownership)

 - SAPOA special commendation award for innovative development 
for the Growthpoint App

 - SAPOA Innovative Excellence Award 2016 for Best Commercial Offi ce 
Development, Ridgeview Offi ce Park, Umhlanga

 - SAPOA Innovative Developments Award 2016 for the 
Greenovate Awards Programme

Platinum Portfolio — 62 buildings (value is R13.9Bn)

SAPOA grading:
 - P or A grade

GBCSA certifi cation:
 - +4 Star Design or
 - +4 Star As-Built or
 - +4 Star Existing Building Performance
 - Energy and Water Performance (EWP) certifi cation

General:
 - Electricity saving R/m2

 - Water saving R/m2

 - Smart building
 - Standby electricity and water

Gold Portfolio — 24 buildings (value is R5.2Bn)

SAPOA grading:
 - B Grade or
 - P and A Grade not in the Platinum Portfolio

GBCSA certifi cation:
 - Energy and Water Performance (EWP) certifi cation
 - (Any) Star Existing Building Performance

General:
 - Electricity saving R/m2

 - Water saving R/m2

 - Smart building
 - Standby electricity and water

Our ACHIEVEMENTS

PLATINUM and GOLD 
PORTFOLIOS



WWW.GROWTHPOINT.CO.ZA


